Union Electric

One Ameren Plaza
1901 Chouteau Avenue
PO Box 66149
St. Louis, MO 63166-6149
314.621.3222

March 1, 2002

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

WA meren
UE

ULNRC- 04617

DOCKET NUMBER 50-483
CALLAWAY PLANT
UNION ELECTRIC COMPANY
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON REVISION TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 5.5.9
"STEAM GENERATOR (SG) TUBE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM"
References: 1) ULNRC-4391, dated February 15, 2001
2) NRC letter, dated October 16, 2001
3) ULNRC-04558, dated November 7, 2001
AmerenUE transmitted an application for amendment to Facility
Operating License No. NPF-30 for the Callaway Plant in Reference 1. The NRC
Staff requested additional information regarding the submittal in the NRC's
Request for Additional Information (RAI) as discussed in Reference 2. The
requested information was provided in Reference 3.
During the NRC's review of the information provided in Reference 3,
additional questions were developed and they were discussed in a telecon held
on February 19th, 2002 with AmerenUE, Framatome ANP, and the NRC Staff.
This telecon resolved all but one of the questions. The unresolved question will
be addressed by providing a supplemental response to the response provided in
Reference 3 for question RAI # 6. Attachment 2 of this letter provides the
supplemental information.
Attachments 1 and 2 provide the required affidavit and the RAI response.
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If you have any additional questions on this amendment application,
please contact Mr. Dave Shafer at (314) 554-3104.

Very truly yours,

MaJohn D. Bloss&r

Manager, Regulatory Affairs
JMC/
Attachments: 1)
2)

Affidavit
Supplemental RAI # 6 Response

STATE OF MISSOURI

)
S S

CITY OF ST.

LOUIS )

David Shafer, of lawful age, being first
duly
sworn upon oath says that he is Superintendent Licensing,
Regulatory Affairs, for Union Electric Company; that he has
read the foregoing document and knows the content thereof;
that he has executed the same for and on behalf of said
company with full power and authority to do so; and that the
facts therein stated are true and correct to the best of his
knowledge, information and belief.

David Shafer
Superintendent Licensing
Regulatory Affairs

SUESCRIB D and sworn to before me this

of

,

2002.

MELISSA L. ORR
Notary Public - Notary Seal
STATE OF MISSOURI
City of St. Louis
,my Commission Expires: June 23, 2003

day

cc:

M. H. Fletcher
Professional Nuclear Consulting,
19041 Raines Drive
Derwood, MD 20855-2432

Inc.

Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011-8064
Senior Resident Inspector
Callaway Resident Office
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
8201 NRC Road
Steedman, MO 65077
Mr.

Jack Donohew

(2)-

OPEN BY ADDRESSEE

ONLY

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1 White Flint, North, Mail Stop OWFN 7E1
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738
Manager, Electric Department
Missouri Public Service Commission
P.O. Box 360
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Ron Kucera
Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 176
Jefferson City, MO 65102
Denny Buschbaum - TXU

Comanche Peak SES
Farm Road 56
P.O.Box 1002
Glen Rose, TX 76043
Pat Nugent -

PG&E

Mail Stop: 104/5/536
P.O. Box 56
Avila Beach, CA 93424
Mr.

Scott M.

Head -

STPNOC

Mail Code N5014
P.O. Box 289
Wadsworth, TX 77483
Scott Bauer
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station
Arizona Public Service Company
Mail Station: 7636
P.O. Box 52034
Phoenix, AZ 85072-2034
Revised 11/7/01
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ULNRC-04617
ATTACHMENT 2
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE RAI # 6

RAI # 6: Additional Information Request:
Several arguments were presented that primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) could be
detected in the electrosleeves. One of these arguments was that if there was a good signal-to-noise
response from outside diameter (OD) stress corrosion cracking at 1/2V and 3/2V, then PWSCC should
be able to be detected since it will be located at WV. Essentially, this is arguing that if there is adequate
sensitivity at 1/2V and 3/2V, there should be good sensitivity at WV. Although this argument may have
merits, data for only two cracks was provided. To demonstrate the technique is sufficiently robust,
provide additional justification supporting your argument. The justification should address OD-initiated
flaws that would provide comparable signals to an inside diameter (ID) flaw that was at (or near) the
plugging limit (such a signal might come from a shallow OD flaw).
RESPONSE, SUPPLEMENTAL, INFORMATION for RAI # 6:
The three arguments collectively are definitive given that PWSCC can not be developed in the sleeve
material. The first argument demonstrated that the system, when operated in accordance with the
procedure, detects inner diameter flaws, specifically ID EDM notches in the calibration standard. The
second argument demonstrated that shallow depth, 0.011 inch, ODSCC produces sufficient reflective
energy for detection at the 3/2 skip in a combined wall thickness in excess of 0.070 inch and therefore a
PWSCC crack of equivalent depth would be expected to produce sufficient reflective energy for detection
at the full skip. The third argument demonstrated that the system was able to detect a PWSCC crack of
equivalent depth, 0.012 inch, in an 1600 tube with a 0.050 inch wall thickness.
Table 12.3.2, of the topical report, indicates that the minimum crack depth repair limit is 0.015 inch, which
is clearly larger (deeper) than the two ODSCC cracks presented in the second argument and the
PWSCC crack presented in the third argument. Also, Table 12.3.2 indicates that the minimum detection
limit for a crack, structural minus growth, is 0.023 inch. This value, 0.023 inch, is the crack depth that any
NDE technique must detect to prevent compromising the structural limit during an additional operational
cycle. So, the data used in the second argument included flaws that would provide comparable signals to
an ID flaw that is at (or near) the limits provided in Table 12.3.2.
The additional justification provided uses the two axial cracks, A12 and A22, that were previously
presented in the response to RAI number 6. For each A-Scan provided in the RAI response, the
measured amplitude of the reflection is shown. Using the measured amplitudes of the 1/2 and 3/2 skips,
the expected amplitude at the 1 skip is calculated as is performed for the Full Skip Normalization (FSN)
technique. This expected amplitude for the 1 skip is compared to the amplitude of the noise to determine
a signal to noise ratio. The amplitude of a reflection is measured in Analog-to-Digital (A/D) counts. The
A/D used in the FTI UT acquisition system is an eight bit device. Therefore, the maximum amplitude
count is 256. The measured amplitudes is expressed in counts.
To demonstrate that this sensitivity exists for circumferential cracks as well as axial cracks, similar A
Scan presentations are provided for crack C7 (RT-100-010). Although this crack has a maximum DE
reported crack depth of 0.026 inch, the DE indicates that specific, easily identifiable, locations along the
crack extent have crack depths less than 0.026 inch. As with the axial crack examples, a signal to noise
ratio can be calculated.
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Before a signal to noise ratio can be calculated, the amplitude of the "noise" must be established. To
determine this value, two A-Scans are presented. The first A-Scan shows the noise level present
during the examination of the depth sizing sample set, specifically the post sleeve inspection of
sample RT-100-012 (crack A12). The second A-Scan shows the noise level present during the
examination of the sleeves in the "C" steam generator at the Callaway plant during the April 2001
inspection, specifically tube R1O-C93.

Fiaure 1: Noise Durina Sample Set Insoection
From the A-Scan, the amplitude of the 'noise' during the post sleeve inspection of the depth sizing
sample set was 11 counts.
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Figure 2: Noise During ISI, Callaway, April 2001
From the A-Scan, the am plitude of the "noise" is 11 counts. This value is consistent with the "noise"
amplitude during the exarmination of the depth sizing sample set. This value, 11 counts, is used for the
signal to noise ratio deter minations.
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This portion of the presentation consists of A-Scan plots for axial cracks A12 and A22. The post
sleeve data is presented. For both cracks, the one & one half skip reflection, in addition to the half skip
reflection is presented at several locations along the axial extent (length) of the crack. The following
tables present the DE values at specific axial locations where DE crack depth measurements were
made.
crack
DE
axial
location
(inch)
6.25
6.30
6.35
6.40
6.45
6.50
6.55

A12
DE
crack
depth
(inch)
NDD
NDD
0.011
0.007
NDD
NDD
NDD

crack
DE
axial
location
(inch)
5.81
5.86
5.91
5.96
6.01
6.06
6.11
6.16
6.21
6.26
6.31
6.36

A22
DE
crack
depth
(inch)
NDD
NDD
0.008
0.008
NDD
0.006
0.004
NDD
0.006
0.011
NDD
NDD

For crack A12, the UT measured combined wall thickness is 0.073 inch at the 6.3 and 6.4 inch axial
locations. For crack A22, the UT measured combined wall thickness is 0.077 inch at the 5.9 and 6.1 inch
axial locations and 0.080 inch at the 6.25 inch axial location. Both cracks are in the expansion transitions
of their respective tubes. The expansion transition geometry did not adversely effect the detection of
these cracks.
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Figure 3: Crack A12: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack A12 at the 6.374 inch axial location. The amplitude
of this reflection is 44 counts.
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Figure 4: Crack A12: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack A12 at the 6.374 inch axial location. The amplitude of this
reflection is 77 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (77 + 44)/2 or 60 counts. The signal
to noise ratio is 60/11 or 5:1.
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Figure 5: Crack A12: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack A12 at the 6.328 inch axial location. The amplitude
of this reflection is 30 counts.
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Figure 6: Crack A12: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack A12 at the 6.329 inch axial location. The amplitude of this
reflection is 73 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (73 + 30)/2 or 51 counts. The signal
to noise ratio is 51/11 or 4:1.
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Figure 7: Crack A22: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 6.264 inch axial location. The amplitude
of this reflection is 19 counts.
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Figure 8: Crack A22: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 6.266 inch axial location. The amplitude of this
reflection is 63 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (63+ 19)/2 or 41 counts. The signal
to noise ratio is 41/11 or 3:1,.
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Figure 9: Crack A22: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 6.062 inch axial location. The amplitude
of this reflection is 20 counts,
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Figure 10: Crack A22: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 6.063 inch axial location. The amplitude of this
reflection is 33 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (33 + 20)/2 or 26 counts. The signal
to noise ratio is 26/11 or 2:1.
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Figure 11: Crack A22: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 5.969 inch axial location. The amplitude
of this reflection is 20 counts.
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Figure 12: Crack A22: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack A22 at the 5.970 inch axial location. The amplitude of this
reflection is 88 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (88,+ 20)12 or 54 counts. The signal
to noise ratio is 54/11 or 4:1.
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This portion of the presentation consists of A-Scan plots for circumferential crack C7. The post sleeve
data is presented. For this crack, the one & one half skip reflection, in addition to the half skip
reflection is presented at several locations along the circumferential extent (length) of the crack. The
following table presents the DE values at specific circumferential locations where DE crack depth
measurements were made.
crack
DE
Circ.
location
(inch)
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

C7
DE
crack
depth
(inch)
NDD
0.026
0.023
NDD
0.005
NDD
NDD
0.004
0.002
0.020
NDD
NDD

For crack C7, the UT measured combined wall thickness is 0.081 inch along the crack extent.
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Figure 13: Crack C7: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 124 degree circumferential location. The
amplitude of this reflection is 55 counts. The DE reported two cracks at the 120 degree circumferential
location. Two cracks can be seen in this plot The DE reported depth for the upper (higher axial
elevation) crack was 0.025 inch.
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Figure 14: Crack CT: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 124 degree circumferential location. The amplitude of
this reflection is 138 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (138 + 55)/2 or 96 counts. The
signal to noise ratio is 96/11 or 8:1.
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Figure 15: Crack C7: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 124 degree circumferential location, (lower
crack). The amplitude of this reflection is 57 counts.
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Figure 16: Crack C7: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 124 degree circumferential location, (lower crack). The
amplitude of this reflection is 233 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (233 + 57)/2 or
145 counts. The signal to noise ratio is 145/11 or 13:1.
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Figure 17: Crack C7: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 153 degree circumferential location. The
amplitude of this reflection is 27 counts.
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Figure 18: Crack CT Half Skip Reflection

This is the half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 153 degree circumferential location. The amplitude of
this reflection is 129 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (129 + 27)/2 or 78 counts. The
signal to noise ratio is 78/11 or 7:1.
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Figure 19: Crack C7: One and One Half Skip Reflection
This is the one and one half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 196 degree circumferential location. The
amplitude of this reflection is 47 counts.
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Figure 20: Crack C7: Half Skip Reflection
This is the half skip reflection for crack C7 at the 153 degree circumferential location. The amplitude of
this reflection is 144 counts. The expected full skip reflection amplitude is (144 + 47)/2 or 95 counts. The
signal to noise ratio is 95/11 or 8:1.
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In conclusion, the examples demonstrate that sufficient signal to noise discrimination exists to expect a
high degree of confidence that an inner diameter crack of comparable depth (well below the minimum
detection limit) can be detected by the ultrasonic system.
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